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"Essential for the departmental
library - the spread of topics is
admirable"
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Coverage
Based in Britain but not restricted to
Britain in either subject matter or
contributors, British Journal of Political
Science is written for a professional,
international readership. Contributions
to the journal cover all branches of political
science including political theory, political
behaviour, public policy and international
relations, and it frequently carries articles
from scholars in related disciplines
(sociologists, social psychologists,
anthropologists, economists and
philosophers). In addition, most issues
carry an article reviewing the state of
some area of the discipline.

Recent Articles
Recent articles have included: Partisan
dealignment and the dynamics of
independence in the American electorate,
1953-88; Explainingparty activism; Mass
reaction to regime change in Eastern
Europe; Political values in Russia, Ukraine
and Lithuania; Empirical linkages between
democracy and economic growth,
competing values and policy choices.

Journal of
Science
Subscription Information
British Journal of Political Science (ISSN
0007-1234) is publishedquarterly in January,
April, July and October. Volume 25, 1995:
£83 for institutions; £42 for individuals;
airmail £16 per year extra.

' An Invitation to Subscribe! '
Please enter my subscription to The
British Journal of Political Science,
Volume 25, 1995 @

• £83 for institutions

• £42 for individuals

• Please send by airmail @ £16 per
year extra

• Please send me a free sample copy

Name

Address -

Send your order to:Journals Marketing
Department, Cambridge University Press,
FREEPOST, The Edinburgh Building,
Cambridge CB2 2RU, UK. Td: +44 (0)1223
325806 Fax:+44 (0)1223) 315052 Email:
journals_marketing@cup.cam.ac.uk
(*no postage stamp necessary if posted in UK)

In USA, Canada & Mexico, write to Cambridge
University Press, 40 West 20th Street, New
York, NY 10011-4211, USA
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Announcing a new journal...

Nations and Nationalism
Journal of the Association for the Study of

Ethnicity and Nationalism
Editors
Anthony Smith, London School of Economics, Obi Patience Igwara, London School of Economics, Kelvin Knight,
University of North London, Athena Leoussi, University of Reading, Terry Mulhall, London School of Economics

Nationalism is the central issue of the modern world. Since the demise of the
Soviet Union there has been a proliferation of nationalism and ethnic conflict.
The consequent explosion of interest in nationalism has created an urgent need
for systematic study in diis field. Nations and Nationalism aims to satisfy this
need. The journal is published three times a year and includes original studies —
theoretical, empirical and historical — of a range of issues in the field together
with review articles and book reviews. Special issues will highlight subjects and
areas of current interest. The journal covers all areas of the world.

Coverage includes:
• Theories of nationalism
• History and national identity
• Language and nationalism
• Religion and nationalism
• Class and nationalism
• Race and nationalism
• Gender and nationalism
• Democracy and multinational states

• Post-modernity and the nation

• Space and nationalism
• Mass media and nationalism
• Art and nationalism

• Imperialism and nationalism
• Secession and irredentism
• Nation states and international society

Subscription
Nations and Nationalism is published in March, July
and November. Volume 1, 1995 is £59 for institutions;
£36 for individuals; Special arrangements exist for Asso-
ciation for the Study of Ethnicity and Nationalism
members; airmail is £14 per year extra. ISSN 1354-5078

I 522081

Take a closer look FREE!

D Please send me a free sample copy of
Nations and Nationalism
D Please send me further information

Name

Address.

Send to:
Journals Marketing Department, Cambridge University
Press, FREEPOST', The Edinburgh Building,

Cambridge, CB2 IBR, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)1223 325806 Fax: +44 (0)1223 315052
Email: journals_marketing@cup.cam.ac.uk
(*no postage stamp necessary if posted in UK)

In USA, Canada & Mexico, write to: Cambridge
University Press, 40 West 20th Street, New York, NY
10011-4211
USA. CAMBRIDGE
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Notes for contributors
Manuscripts
The Editor welcomes submission of material for consideration as a main article or as a review article. The
approximate length required for main articles is 8000 words, and for review articles 4000 words. The
Review is a refereed journal, and contributors should allow time for the process of refereeing to take place.

THREE copies of the manuscript should be submitted to DR PAUL TAYLOR, DEPARTMENT
OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS, HOUGHTON
STREET, LONDON WC2A 2AE, ENGLAND. Manuscripts should be typed on one side of the paper
only with generous margins and should be double spaced throughout. A short biographical note
(appropriate for Notes on contributors) should accompany the manuscript.

When an article has been accepted for publication, the author is strongly encouraged to send a copy of
the final version on computer disk (Apple Macintosh or IBM compatible PC) together with the hard copy-
typescript, giving details of the wordprocessing software used (Microsoft Word, Word or Word Perfect).
However, the publisher reserves the right to typeset material by conventional means if an author's disk
proves unsatisfactory.

References and notes
These should be amalgamated and signalled serially within each article by superscript numerals. The
references and notes themselves should be typed on separate sheets at the end of the article. References
should give full biographical details, including place of publication but not publisher, at first mention.
Thereafter the author's surname and a short title should be used (not op. cit.). A cross-reference to the
original citation, e.g. ' ( s e e n- 4 above)', may also be added if the short title reference is not immediately
clear. The title of an article should appear in single inverted commas; the title of a book or journal should
be underlined. Main words should be capitalized in article and book titles.

References and notes should be typed in the form of the following examples:

1. M. Richter, The Politics of Conscience (London, 1964), pp. 269-70,
2. Ibid. p. 281.
3. Gareth Stedman Jones, 'History: The Poverty of Empiricism', in R. Blackburn (ed.), Ideology in

Social Science (London, 1972), pp. 96-8.
4. New York Times, 13 May 1987.
5. Stedman Jones, 'History', p. 99.
6. J. P. Cornford, 'The Illusion of Decision', British Journal of Political Science, 4 (1974), pp. 231-43.

Contributors are encouraged to include up to two levels of subheading in articles to provide 'signposts'
for readers. They should be typed flush left with only the first word and any proper names capitalized.

General
First proofs may be read and corrected by contributors provided that they can give the editor a current
address and can guarantee to return the corrected proofs, by airmail where appropriate, within three days
of receiving them.

Authors of articles and review articles will receive twenty-five free offprints. Additional copies may be
ordered on the form provided which must be returned at proof stage.

Contributors of accepted articles will be asked to assign their copyright, on certain conditions, to the
British International Studies Association so that their interest may be safeguarded.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
The Pitt Building, Trumpington Street, Cambridge CB2 1RP
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211, USA
10 Stamford Road, Oakleigh, Melbourne, 3166, Australia

Printed in Great Britain by Henry l^ing Ltd., at the Dorset Press, Dorchester, Dorset.
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Review of International Studies

Aims and Scope

The aim of the Review of International Studies is to promote the analysis and understanding of
international relations. Its scope is wide-ranging both in terms of subject matter and method.
The Review is designed to serve the needs of students and scholars interested in every aspect of
international studies, including the political, economic, legal, historical, cultural, technological
and ethical dimensions of the subject. It is receptive to the extensive array of methodologies
now employed in the humanities and the social sciences and wishes to draw on the expertise of
other disciplines, such as sociology and psychology, to throjiv light on the study of international
relations. Each issue contains research papers on specialized topics and review articles on recent
literature in a specific field.

The Review was established in 1975 as the British journal of International Studies and it took its
present title in 1981. It is the official journal of the British International Studies Association and
is published quarterly in January, April, July and October.

The British International Studies Association

The British International Studies Association was established in 1975 to encourage the teaching
and research of international studies in Britain and to promote contact with scholars working
in this field in other countries. The Association holds an annual conference and organizes study
groups which meet throughout the year. It has a close working relationship with similar
organizations in other countries and has established links with the standing group for
international relations in the European Consortium for Political Research. The Association
publishes the Review of International Studies and a series of monographs on international relations
with Cambridge University Press. Members of the Association receive a copy of each issue of
the Rjwr'and a regular newsletter. Membership is open to individuals and institutions of any
nationality; and applications for membership of the Association should be sent to the Secretary,
c/6' the Editor of the Review.

The BIS A Pri^e
The British International Studies Association has established the B1SA Prize of £200 to be
awarded annually for the best article published in that year's Review of International Studies. The
judging will take place during the autumn of each year, and the prize will be awarded at the
annual conference of BISA.

CAMBRIDGE
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